Flexible Spending Account Resources and Eligible Products are Available at FSA Store

FSA Store is exclusively stocked with FSA eligible products so there are no guessing games about what is and is not reimbursable by an FSA. The site also offers tools and resources to help you better understand and use your funds.

Go to asiflex.com and click on the FSA Store banner

- **FSA Eligibility List**: Eliminate eligibility guessing games
- **FSA Calculator**: Estimate your annual FSA spending
- **FSA Deadline Tracker**: Receive deadline reminders.
- **FSA Learning Center**: Get answers to all your FSA questions!

Shop Now and Get $5 Off Orders $35+

Coupon Code: ASIFLEX5

Coupon code valid through 12/31/2016

Cannot be combined with other offers. 1 use per customer.